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Read all about Clifford's BIG ideas! Classic Clifford reissued!It only takes a little to BE BIG!Clifford

has a good heart, but whenever he tries to BE RESPONSIBLE and do good deeds for others, they

always seem to backfire. In the end, he manages to save two children from a burning house, and

then put out the fire. Finally, Clifford is a hero!The BE BIG campaign invites everyone, big and

small, to take action and raise awareness for how CLIFFORD'S BIG IDEAS can make the world a

better place.
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Clifford books in our house are an absolute naptime and bedtime staple. They consistently have

good themes and great teachable lessons. The great thing about Clifford books is the length; it is

easy to include these books as part of a routine because they only take about 3-5 minutes to

complete so you can read multiple books. The price is right also. Two thumbs up for Clifford the Big

Red Dog!!

Clifford Good Deeds by Norman BridwellAudio version so I am not seeing the colorful pictures.Emily

has a dog Clifford. Her friend Timothy try to do a good deed every day.They help others by piling

leaves but it makes Clifford sneeze and they spread all over the place.They try to help another



neighbor and a similar problem comes up....deed after deed.Will they ever find something Clifford

can help with to do a good deed.I received this book from National Library Service for my BARD

(Braille Audio Reading Device).

Clifford, the Big Red Dog, a loveable character in author Norman Bridwell's large collection of books

(Recently featured in PBS's children's shows).Clifford's Good Deeds is about the title character

Clifford, his owner Emily Elizabeth, and a neighbor boy named Tim. The three together decide to do

"Good Deeds" for their fellow neighbors. Unfortunately these deeds end up in funny mishaps til the

very end when a critical problem was solved by none other than Clifford when he assisted in putting

out a housefire.This is a great book for younger readers, (ages 6-8) and if read to children of

Toddler/Preschool age.

This book is great for helping explain what good deeds are to younger children. Throughout the

book, Clifford performs good deeds, but has things go wrong (i.e. cleans up leaves, but then

sneezes so the leaves spread on the ground all over again).My preschool aged child really likes the

book and I like being able to explain what good deeds are/that Clifford is helping others!

This is my FAVORITE Clifford story-just LOVE when he tries to help that little kitty in the tree! I think

even young children "get it" when they see the great illustrations of Clifford's adventures.

My son loves Clifford, and this book is one of the best. My son insists we read at least one Clifford

book every night, and this is a great one with an excellent message of doing good deeds for others.

My kids love this book, it teaches good things. They enjoy reading it & sharing it with others. I have

recommended this book to other parents & they feel the same.

This will make a great gift fot My Great nephew who is just starting to read. the book is great for a

5-6 year old.
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